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REPOSTMEREPOSTME

They say ChatGPT and
AI can’t be used for
EVERY task or role.

They’re wrong.



REPOSTME

Free Prompts for:
1. Safety procedures
2. Equipment maintenance
3. Useful tools
4. Inventory tracking
5. Labor optimization



REPOSTME

Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you feed
it as part of your prompting, the stronger it gets and
the more it helps you.

Remember to
Feed your AI

Tell it about your job and project every
time you prompt!



1. Coming up with task-
customized safety
procedures can be difficult.
This prompt gives
warehouse workers a
tailored list of safety
procedures for a specific
task and shift, helping them
to ensure safety without
having to research each
step.

Is this risky? REPOSTME



REPOSTME

Prompt: "Provide a
checklist of safety
procedures for [task]
during [shift]."



2. Keeping track of
equipment storage and
maintenance schedules is an
important part of warehouse
management. This prompt
provides a tailored schedule
for equipment maintenance,
helping to plan and manage
downtime efficiently.

REPOSTME



REPOSTME

Prompt: "Provide a
schedule for
maintenance of
equipment used in
[operation]."



3. Having the right task for
the job is key to efficiency
and safety. This prompt
provides recommendations
for tools and equipment
tailored to a specific task
and shift, helping to optimize
operations without extensive
research.

REPOSTME



REPOSTME

Prompt: "Recommend
tools and equipment
for optimizing [task]
during [shift]."



4. Inventory tracking
systems can be costly and
time consuming to
implement. This prompt
provides a ready-to-use
template for tracking
inventory, helping to manage
stock levels without having
to create a system from
scratch.

REPOSTME



REPOSTME

Prompt: "Provide a
detailed template for
recording and tracking
inventory levels."



5. Seasonal changes in sales
and shipping sometimes
mean that seasonal workers,
or other forms of time
management, may be
essential in busy seasons.
This prompt provides labor
optimization strategies for a
specific operation and
season.

REPOSTME



REPOSTME

Prompt: "Suggest ways
to optimize labor for
[operation] during
[season]."



REPOSTME

Without your
reposts and
comments, I
can’t afford
prime shipping.


